We present low temperature Raman measurements on Ca3Co2O6. Shell model lattice dynamics calculations were done to determine the vibrational pattern of the expected Raman modes. In the temperature window 300K to 52K the mode frequencies and the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the modes vary in an expected fashion, i.e., the mode frequencies shift to higher values and the FWHM decreases with lowering of temperature. At about 52K (T * ) there happens an abrupt change in both the peak position and FWHM. The peak positions show a sudden softening while FWHM increases abruptly. To explain these spectral features we postulate that below T * the degeneracy of the high symmetry Eg is lifted due to the possible distortion of the Co O O6 octahedra.
Introduction
In Ca3Co2O6 the Co2O6 chains run parallel to the 'c' axis with the Ca ions being placed between them. The connectivity between the chains is extremely weak and this gives the chains its one dimensional nature. This shows up in the materials unusual magnetic properties [1] [2] [3] [4] and have recently attracted lot of attention [5, 6] . The magnetic exchange in this compound is ferromagnetic (FM) along the chains and antiferromagnetic in the 'ab' plane. The specific heat [7] and magnetization investigations [4] in Ca3Co2O6 have suggested that at about 25 K interchain antiferromagnetic ordering takes place in the ab-plane. This leads to geometrical frustration of the magnetic structure. Based on increase in the M¨ossbauer line widths below 80K in Eu doped Ca3Co2O6 it was recently shown that the low temperature magnetic ordering has a precursor signature to it [8] . Recent extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) experiments on Ca3Co2O6 have also shown an increase in the distribution in the Co − O bond length in the CoO6 octahedra below 75K [9] . In this paper we present temperature dependent micro-Raman studies of Ca3Co2O6 to study the role of phonons above and below the magnetic ordering temperature of 25K. We have also done shell model lattice dynamics calculations to determine the vibrational pattern of the expected Raman modes. [12] .
Of the 66 zone-center phonon modes 3 are acoustic (A2u + Eu) 24 are Raman active (4A1g+10Eg), 29 are IR active (6A2u+11Eu) and 11 are silent (5A1u+6A2g) [13] . All the atoms participate in the IR active modes while in the Raman active A1g mode none of the Co ions move and in the other Raman active E1g the Co O site is stationary [13] .
Polycrystalline samples of Ca3Co2O6 were prepared by a solid state method starting from stoichiometric amounts of high purity (> 99.99%) CaCO3 and Co3O4 powder. The specimen obtained after few heat treatments were found to be single phase by x-ray (Cu K ) diffraction measurements. Raman scattering measurements were performed in the back scattering geometry using a Jobin Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer equipped with an inverted microscope. Raman spectra were recorded using 514. [W5 ] . The polycrystalline samples used consisted of irregularly shaped optically isotropic grains and hence polarization dependent mode assignment was not possible in the sample. In absence of single crystals the mode assignments were guided by lattice dynamics calculations. Before we present the temperature dependence of the modes, we will present the lattice dynamic calculations to assign the observed Raman bands.
The lattice-dynamics calculations for the phonons of Ca3Co2O6 at the Brillouin zone center were carried out using shell-model [14] . The long-range interactions between each pair of ions was taken to be of Coulombic form, while the short range interactions between the shells was taken to be of Born-Mayer-Buckinghan form: V kk (r ij )= A kk exp (−r ij /R kk ) − C kk /r 6 , where r ij is the distance between the two ions i and j of species k and k, respectively. The parameters Akk ,R kk and C kk are given in Table 2 . In the shell model, each ion of charge Z|e| is represented by a massless shell of charge Q|e| and a core of charge Q =(Z −Y )|e|. The shells are elastically bound to the cores with a force constant K whose values are given in Fig.2 . These classifications are consistent with the one performed for rhombohedral LaAlO3 and LaMnO3 [15] . Based on the lattice dynamics calculations and also guided by the mode analysis of rhombohedral LaAlO3 and LaMnO3 [15] we associate the modes W1 and W2 to the 'anti-stretching' W3 to 'rotational' and W5 to the 'bending' mode. The W4 mode remains unidentified.
We now present the low temperature results. Inside the cryostat only few Raman modes were clearly discernible at all temperatures. Hence only these modes .i.e., W3,W4,W5 were analyzed.
In the temperature range 300K to 52 K the temperature dependence of the mode frequencies and their full width at half maxima (FWHM) change in an expected fashion, i.e., the mode frequencies shift to higher values and the FWHM decreases with lowering of temperature. At about 52K (T * ) there happens an abrupt change in both the peak position and FWHM. To highlight this change at 52K all the data has been plotted in the temperature range 100Kto 5K. 
